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Lighting
Buy lamps or lamps with 20,000 rubles and get free delivery in Moscow or to the Transport
company... Floodlights led street light on the powerful super bright led is the best replacement of old
lamps and large energy savings. Led ﬂoodlights operate on 220 volts and a positive attitude to the
voltage surges that often we have a network. Led ﬂoodlights made in the form known to us old
halogen ﬂoodlights but have more compact shapes and sizes. Housing led ﬂoodlight is made of
lightweight metal and painted mostly grey powder paint. Glass is shock resistant and has a suﬃcient
thickness. Floodlights led street light all sealed and have degree of protection IP54 and IP65 which
guarantees work in a wet environment on the street. The led ﬂoodlight has found its application in
advertising lighting illumination of facades of buildings, decorative lighting sculptures of trees of
industrial areas and warehouses are perfectly suited for street lighting. Have excellent light return in
the Lm that is associated with quality expensive LEDs that deliver the best manufacturers of America
and China. Also have outdoor ﬂoodlights that replace we all know the console lights COBRA which are
mounted on a street pillar pillar for street lighting. Console led street lights ﬁxtures as well already
have the complete power supply and operate from 220 volts. Electricity saving led spotlights is 12
times and the lifetime is on average 100,000 hours. Buying led ﬂood light you have a stable job
lighting and energy savings for the whole life. Also, there are led spotlights cityitis color and
multicolor RGB multicolor can be operated with remote control remote control to change colors. Led
ﬂoodlights are not heated as halogen ﬂoodlights and can be used in places where heat is absolutely
contraindicated to prevent ﬁre. Led ﬂoodlights come in various capacities. The simplest starts with
power of 10 watts then there is the 15 watt 20 watt 30 watt 40 watt 50 watt and so on. Order buy led
spotlight or to learn the price of led lighting You can on our website or by calling. 117519 Moscow,
Kirovograd ul., 32 +7499390-87-24 pochtagesmsk.ru The catalogues of our campaign represented a
huge range of lighting equipment. Due to the diversity of areas of application you can use our
products almost everywhere. Sure in our store you will ﬁnd everything you need to illuminate any
building or facility already
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